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The number and variety of open online courses in mathematics grows almost daily. Mathematics, however, is a broad field that can make the right online course to match a student's specific area of interest. The search tool below is designed to help prospective students educate the right mathematics
course for you. Course lists include information about price, length and required time combination, start date and setting. Students who open online courses usually do so with a clear result in mind, something most providers understand and take into account when designing their courses. Open online
math courses, for example, are commonly presented with one or more of three options: for credit (usually college credit); with a certificate of completion; or simply for learning improvement. Here's a more detailed look at each option: There are dozens of excellent math courses available from a wide range
of quality online sources, such as edX, Coursera and Alison. As a way of introduction, the following list offers a look at some of the best: Calculus I offered by: Saylor.org Academy Prize: Free, optional attorney exam for $25 Length: Approx. 1. 130 hours Format: Text, workbook, queries and final
examination Eligible for college credit?: Depends on the academic institution. This course offers a detailed introduction to functions, limits, continuity, derivative instruments, graphs and the relationship between derivative instruments and graphs. This course is divided into five learning sections plus
attachment. The course begins with an overview of algebra designed specifically to prepare students for the study of calculus. Differentiation and functions in Mathematics offered by: XSIQ via Alison Price: Free Length: Two to Three Hours Format: Text and Assessments Eligible for College Credit?: No
Intermediate Mathematics Course that covers rules and applications of differentiation, inverse functions, graph circular functions, the Binomial theorema, logs and indexes, straight line graphs, and factors of polynom. Students must complete all modules and obtain a minimum 80% in each of the course
assessments to qualify for the course certificate. Game Theory hosted by: Stanford University/University of British Columbia via Coursera Price: Free Length: Nine weeks, Five to seven hours a week Format: Videos, chips, queries, online lab exercises, problem sets, final exam, screen-side chats Eligible
for college credit?: No game theory on the mathematical modelling of strategic interaction This course provides the basics of game theory, including topics such as: representing games and strategies; the extensive shape (game trees); Bayesian games; repeated and stochastic games; and others. Hosted
by: Khan Academy Price: Free Length: Varies, Self-Paced Format: Videos and Exercises Eligible for College Credit?: No course covering all aspects of basic geometry through a series of self-pace modules. Topics covered include: angles, parallel lines and transverseals; parallel and perpendicial lines;
missing angles with transversals; parallel lines; measure of angles formed by a transverseal; and comparison practice with congruent angles. Intro to Statistics Offered by: Stanford University via Udacity Price: Free Length: Eight Weeks, Six Hours a Week Format: Self-paced with videos and exercises
Eligible for college credit?: No Start level course provides an introduction to techniques for visualizing relationships in data and systematic techniques for understanding the relationships using the relationships using mathematics The course consists of six lessons and a final examination on topics : the
visualization of relationships in data; probability; estimate; outliers and normal distribution; distraction; and regression. Introduction to Mathematical Thinking offered by: Stanford University via Coursera Price: Free (additional fee required for textbook purchase) Length: Eight or 10 weeks, Eight to 10 hours
a week Format: Videos, discussion forums, queries, textbook Eligible for college credit?: No the course is presented in two versions: An eight-week basic course for students who want to develop or improve mathematics-based, analytical thinking for professional or general life purposes; and a ten-week
extended course designed primarily for high school seniors or first-year college-level students, regarding a major in mathematics or a mathematics-dependent subject. Linear Algebra - Foundations presented to Frontiers by: University of Texas at Austin via edX Price: Free; optional verified certificate for
$50 Length: 15 weeks, Eight hours a week Format: Videos, exercises, visualizations and programming assignments eligible for college credit?: No course covers standard topics taught in typical undergraduate linear algebra courses, including: connections between linear transformations, matrics and
systems linear equations; matrics and characteristics separated from special matrics; algorithms for matrix calculations and solving systems of equations; vector spaces, subruces and characterizations of linear independence; and orthodgeality, linear least squares, evaluations and eigenvectors. Nonlinear Differential Comparisons: Order and Chaos offered by: Boston University via edX Price: Free; Optional verified certificate for $49 Length: Five weeks, eight to 10 hours a week Format: Video Eligible for college credit?: Credit can be available through the Alternative Credit Project. An introduction to
the mathematical theory of ordinary differential equations. The course follows a modern dynamic Students learn: how to apply linear system theory to non-linear systems near equilibrium points; how to use zero lines to simplify and discuss phase aircraft analysis with preservation quantities, discipative
systems, and granic systems; a basic understanding of chaotic systems using the Lorenz system. Statistical Learning offered by: Stanford Lagunita (Stanford University) Price: Free Length: Self-Pace Format: Video, Textbook (available in PDF at no cost) Eligible for college credit?: Nee It is an introdutorylevel course in surveillance learning, with a focus on regression and classification methods. Topics covered include; linear and polynoma regression, logistical regression and linear discriminant analysis; cross-validation and the imitation staircase, model selection and regularization methods; non-liner
models, splines and general addition models; tree-based methods, random forests and promotion; and support vector machines. Technical Mathematics for Industry hosted by: Colorado Community College System Price: Free Length: Five weeks, four hours a week Format: Self-paced, videos Eligible for
college credit?: No course reviews the fundamental processes of mathematics with an emphasis on problem-solving techniques. Students choose individual mathematics concepts or continue through each of five self-pace learning modules. Topics include introduent algebra; rudiments of analytical
geometry; elementary trigonometrics; introduction statistics and basic finances. The course also contextualises mathematics for trades, including cultivation, welding, electro-mechanical, and engineering graphics. Success in any online course depends greatly on the individual's own motivation. There is
no instructor or fellow class member looking over your shoulder to make sure you stick to your job. If self-discipline is not a problem for you, then online math courses offer a lot of benefits. Here are three important benefits for studying mathematics online: 1 Learning mathematics concepts at your own
pace mathematics can be a difficult topic and for some students, going over some specific areas and problems several times is essential to get it done. Most online math courses are synchronical, which means students can tackle difficult divisions at their own pace. This enables students to repeat
lectures as often as needed to nail down difficult mathematics concepts. 2 Avoid remembrances in college First-year college students should often pass an initial placement examination for core subjects such as English and mathematics at the beginning of their first term. Low scores on an entry-level
mathematics exam could mean that students should take remedy mathematics classes before moving to their other classes. A great way to avoid taking remedy math courses is to brush up on one's mathematics skills with an open online course ahead heading into college. 3 Learn the specific concepts
you want or online mathematics courses is a great way to adopt a brand new field, or to improve one's skills in that area, without covering things in a traditional mathematics class that you are not In. It provides a huge advantage for those who need a specific knowledge for a specific problem or project for
example at work. There are programmes today for everything, including mathematicians and mathematics students. Mathematics programs can be of tremendous help when you learn a new area of the topic or when complex calculations are called. Students can choose from dozens of programs designed
specifically for them. Here are just some of the most popular: Free ($2.99 for some in-app products) See Algeo Graphing Calculator Graphics app that allows users to draw features, find intersections and show a table of the values of the feature. Features include: symbolic differentiation; definite integrals;
Taylor series calculations; and comparison solutions. Free (in-app products from $9.99 to $99.99) See Description Mathematics – Math Troubleshooter One of the most popular maths programs out there. Mathway's problem solves engine answers a wide variety of math problems, such as basic maths,
algebra and linear algebra, trigonometry, calculus, statistics, limited mathematics, and much more. In addition, the programs provide built-in gravey calculator detailed graphs to accompany solutions. Free See Description MyScript Calculator How about this? With the MyScript Calculator app, users write
mathematical expressions on the screen of their device. The app then converts handwrited symbols and numbers to digital text, performs the calculations and delivers the results in real time. $2.99 See Description Wolfram Alpha an cyclopedia of all maths, science, engineering, and more, right on your
fingertits. It also does calculations. Mathematics subjects covered include elementary mathematics, plowing, algebra, matrics, calculus, geometry, trigonometry, discrete mathematics, number theory, logic functions, definitions and more. What is the purpose, or purposes of open online courses? The
number one thing is accessibility. We have great price labels on education for as long as we have organized education. Today we have the technology to make engineering and mathematics education, among everything else, much more accessible. We can also make it free. People use Google and
Facebook every day and they are extremely profitable companies and yet you get a very good product for free. Same with ALISON, with nearly eight million online, and each of those people studied for free. Can you tell us about your online offer in the field of mathematics? Many years ago we had
partnered with McMillan, the British publisher, and created over 400 videos with high school teachers going from the very basics of mathematics, that a student would do at middle school, right through to college. And what we've done is to coll these videos and put them orders according to the different
national standards. Mathematics education is something that is pretty standard around the world. World. Once these resources are created and are digital, the marginal cost of providing [them] to another person is next to zero. So if we had the opportunity worldwide to teach everyone maths for free, why
wouldn't we do it? Therefore, you need platforms like ALISON. Do you see any resistance from people who still think that because these open online learning resources are free, their quality is questionable? The answer is no. There is very little resistance today because the usual consumer has gotten to
get the stage where they expect very good math education resources online for free. It becomes so widespread and so many people produce good quality content. Where do you see the future of online learning headlines, especially in terms of mathematics? I think you're going to dominate the platforms

like ALISON online teaching in engineering and mathematics. We will subscribe to 300,000 people to our site this month alone. And it's a lot of people and a lot of studying. So, the idea that you are going to charge for knowledge that is freely accessible on the web – I just don't see the old ways of
teaching mathematics and engineering something that's going to be expensive. Last.
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